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Abstract: We present a differential absorption lidar (DIAL) laser transmitter concept designed around
a Nested Cavity Optical Parametric Oscillator (NesCOPO) based Master Oscillator Power Amplifier
(MOPA). The spectral bands are located around 2051 nm for CO2 probing and 1982 nm for H2

16O
and HD16O water vapor isotopes. This laser is aimed at being integrated into an airborne lidar,
intended to demonstrate future spaceborne instrument characteristics: high-energy (several tens of
mJ nanosecond pulses) and high optical frequency stability (less than a few hundreds of kHz long
term drift). For integration and efficiency purposes, the proposed design is oriented toward the use
of state-of-the-art high aperture periodically poled nonlinear materials. This approach is supported
by numerical calculations and preliminary experimental validations, showing that it is possible to
achieve energies in the 40–50 mJ range, reaching the requirement levels for spaceborne Integrated Path
Differential Absorption (IPDA) measurements. We also propose a frequency referencing technique
based on beat note measurement of the laser signal with a self-stabilized optical frequency comb,
which is expected to enable frequency measurement precisions better than a few 100 kHz over tens
of seconds integration time, and will then be used to feed the cavity locking of the NesCOPO.

Keywords: lidar; CO2 sounding; water vapor; parametric laser; frequency comb

1. Introduction

In the context of global climate monitoring and modeling, measuring the concentration
of greenhouse gases (GHG) and water vapor in the lower troposphere, ultimately from
space, with an objective to expose the links with anthropogenic activities is an important
but extremely challenging scientific and technological task. Satellite missions are indeed
expected to provide atmosphere observations with better coverage than ground-based
observatory networks in order to feed the transport models with complementary data,
especially in remote regions hardly accessible for scientific activities [1]. Most of the
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challenge arises from the high sensitivity required in concentration measurement since
the emitted fluxes of GHG from the surface will result in relatively small changes in their
spatial distribution and will essentially occur in the low troposphere layers. For instance,
to be able to identify these small changes for the carbon dioxide (CO2) fluxes, it has been
estimated that the uncertainty level on the concentration measurement should be typically
better than 1 ppm [2–4], corresponding to a relative accuracy better than 0.25%, hard to
achieve from space.

So far, there are few space missions aiming at carbon dioxide or methane observation,
and among ongoing or planned programs, most well-established measurement concepts
for space are based on passive instruments such as spectrometers or spectro-imagers.
Passive sounders have the drawbacks of low coverage at high latitudes during winter
and reduced sensitivity during nocturnal operation. They can suffer from biases due to
multiple scattering when aerosols and clouds are present, and they are less sensitive in
the lower troposphere—exactly where most biogeochemical processes and anthropogenic
influences occur. In parallel with increasing development efforts for passive instruments,
a different approach based on active gas sensing by differential absorption lidar (DIAL)
has also attracted a lot of attention in view of its potential benefits and complementarity
with current passive instrumentation already established for earth observation. Indeed,
since the integrated-path DIAL (IPDA) technique uses the direct illumination of the earth’s
surface with a narrow-linewidth laser, it is expected to provide observation capabilities
that could significantly reduce the contribution of multiple scattering from clouds, which
alter the accuracy of passive instruments. Additionally, the technique has the potential
to deliver global coverage during all seasons, night and day, with increased sensitivity in
the lower troposphere thanks to proper wavelength and absorption line selection for the
different species of interest [1–10].

In this context, technology studies have been carried out by several groups and space
agencies in order to refine technical requirements and IPDA mission concepts. For instance,
the ASCEND program from NASA [2] or the A-SCOPE study from ESA [4] have driven
technological developments and mission concepts for CO2 probing. Space-based lidar
concepts of other GHG have also been investigated: with proposals such as LiVE or
WALES for water vapor [11,12] and the French–German lidar mission MERLIN dedicated
to methane (CH4), that will be the first GHG DIAL mission in space [1]. Despite the
foreseen breakthroughs for space-based active GHG monitoring, significant technological
hurdles in the development of stable, robust, and powerful laser sources in the relevant
wavelength windows still need to be tackled in the prospect for future missions. This is
essentially true for CO2, the most of all important GHG in regards to human activities,
for which the IPDA measurement concepts translate into high-power and high-frequency
stability performance needs for the laser. These concepts require the emission of at least
two wavelengths in the 1.6 or 2.0 µm spectral windows [5–8]: λON located in the vicinity of
an absorption line, and λOFF closely located in an absorption-free window for the reference.
These wavelengths should be emitted with a short delay, which implies double pulse
operation (>50 Hz pulse pair repetition rate is generally considered as compatible with
the ground resolution requirements [8]). High energy nanosecond pulses—several tens
of mJ depending on the configurations and the optoelectronic assumptions—are required
to produce a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Concerning the spectral quality of the laser
transmitter radiation, the main driving characteristic is the central frequency stability
derived from the targeted concentration uncertainty mentioned earlier, which brings long-
term spectral drift requirements smaller than a few 100 kHz [7]. To meet one or several of
these requirements, different approaches have been proposed and developed either with
direct laser emission, when applicable, or with parametric frequency conversion [13–30].

In this context, a parametric conversion is an interesting approach when LIDAR
measurement concepts are faced with scarce availability or tunability limitations of direct
laser emission technologies, since it allows the extension of the spectral coverage further
in the mid-infrared of mature 1 µm laser sources, including those already specifically
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developed for space applications [31,32]. It also opens the path for generic architectures
that could be transferred from one spectral window to another while keeping the same core
components [29,30] or for multiple wavelength approaches [12,21]. Following this path,
the Nested Cavity Optical Parametric Oscillator (NesCOPO) based master-oscillator power
amplifier (MOPA) architecture has been developed at Onera as an injection-seeding-free
laser transmitter with wide spectral coverage capability. It has been used in the 2 µm
range where the three main GHG CO2, CH4, and H2O display absorption lines potentially
suitable for space-based measurements at 2.05, 2.29, and 2.06 µm, respectively [29]. More
recently, an original measurement concept for water vapor isotopic ratio measurement has
been proposed, enabled by the existence of suitable absorption lines for HD16O isotope
and H2

16O main isotope in the 1.98 µm spectral window [33], which could open new obser-
vation capabilities to improve the description of water vapor cycles in general circulation
models [34]. Finally, a major step forward for this technological approach is currently
being taken with the realization of an airborne demonstrator in the framework of the EU
H2020 LEMON project (Lidar Emitter and Multispecies greenhouse gases Observation
instrument) [35]. Such intensive airborne campaigns were also implemented for several
DIAL instruments [12,14,17,18]; they allow both scientific validation of the measurement
concept and can constitute a first step towards a ruggedized system since the aircraft
environment conditions require robust setups.

In this paper, we present the design aspects for this demonstrator with an emphasis
on the following expected achievements:

- Demonstrate high-energy operation of a 2 µm laser transmitter based on the NesCOPO-
MOPA approach in a relevant environment. For this, our goal is set in line with the
requirements for CO2 IPDA measurement from space previously mentioned while
keeping a fairly compact footprint for airborne operation. For this purpose, the design
is fully oriented around quasi-phase-matched nonlinear materials, including state-
of-the-art periodically-poled nonlinear materials, such as high aperture periodically
poled Potassium Titanyle Phosphate crystals (PPKTP).

- Demonstrate high power operation and high-frequency stability within distinct spec-
tral windows located at 1.98 µm for water vapor isotopic ratio, and at 2.05 µm for CO2.
For this purpose, a broadband frequency reference unit (FRU) based on frequency
comb generation and beat note analysis with the laser transmitter laser output is
exposed. Once again, the design is oriented by a frequency referencing capability goal
in line with CO2 measurement from space.

The following section specifies the instrument requirements derived from studies for
CO2 IP-DIAL measurement from space and briefly outlines the overall LEMON instrument
concept. Section 3 is dedicated to the laser transmitter module. We present the optical se-
tups of the pump laser, optical parametric oscillators (OPOs), and parametric amplification
stages, along with preliminary experimental validation results and numerical performance
simulations. Section 4 outlines the envisioned approach to measure and reference the
emitted laser wavelength using a frequency comb technique. A summary of the so-far
achieved instrument performances and perspectives for further development and testing
in the prospect of an airborne demonstration is given in Section 5.

2. Proposed Instrument Concept
2.1. Instrument Requirements

The first driving characteristic for the laser transmitter is its wavelength range of
operation. Here two spectral windows of interest are being investigated and illustrated in
Figure 1. The first spectral window is located in the vicinity of the CO2 R30 line at 2051 nm
and has been specifically identified for CO2 probing from space by several numerical
studies [2–8]. This spectral window also presents a side benefit from the instrumental
point of view since the differential optical depths (DOD) achievable with this line is also
compatible with operational test scenarios, e.g., ground-based range resolved DIAL like
for example in [30]. The second spectral window is related to water vapor isotopic ratio
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measurement, for which a favorable spectral situation can be found around 1982 nm where
HDO and the main isotope of water vapor have separated absorption lines, with potential
accessible DODs also favorable for long-range resolved DIAL as illustrated in Figure 1.
These properties are the main driving considerations for targeting this second spectral
window. One side benefit from this choice is the fact that in the parametric conversion
of an Nd:YAG radiation at 1064 nm, the natural idler wave for a signal at 1982 nm is
located around 2297 nm, which is very close to potential CH4 absorption line candidates
for measurement from space [5]. This aspect has, however, a much more limited scope
since power extraction will generally be optimized in favor of one wavelength, which will
disadvantage the other one. As will be illustrated in the following sections, our design is
oriented toward signal wave power extraction.
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Figure 1. Optical depth for a vertical line of sight in the lowest 6 km of the atmosphere in the
2.05 µm range for CO2 sounding (a) and the 1.98 µm range for H2O/HDO sounding (b). US
Standard Atmosphere with 370 ppmv of CO2, 8500 ppmv of water vapor (at ground level, HDO
relative abundance of 0.03%). Dashed lines indicate on-line wavelengths for DIAL measurement—
calculations based on-line parameters from HITRAN 2016 database.

Secondly, the output power characteristics aimed at for the instrument are set in line
with the requirement derived for CO2 IPDA measurement from space at 2 µm. Indicative
values issued from the A-SCOPE mission assessment [4] are summarized in Table 1. In that
particular study, a baseline energy value of 55 mJ was derived for a detector noise equivalent
power of 100 fW/

√
Hz and a telescope aperture of 1.2 m diameter in direct detection

mode. Since that study, several developments on avalanche photodiodes have been carried
out in recent years [36–39], and detectors with record noise equivalent powers down to
0.5 fW/

√
Hz have been reported [38]. Taking into account these recent developments,

we aim at generating 40 mJ of output pulse energy, at a repetition rate of 75 Hz, in
double-pulse operation. Just like for the spectral window choices mentioned earlier, these
power performance objectives for the source are essentially inherited from the requirements
derived for CO2 measurement from space. Besides this, the foreseen power level would also
allow us to improve our range-resolved measurement from the ground using commercially
available detectors (e.g., InGaAs photodiodes).

Finally, previous studies have also derived the spectral performances required for CO2
measurement from space, which are also summarized in Table 1. Besides the accuracy goal
on concentration measurement for a given species, these spectral requirements strongly
depend on parameters such as intrinsic line shape, absorption cross-section, and their
dependency on temperature and pressure variations, which generally result in more
stringent constraint for a measurement scenario from space. Indeed, to optimize the DOD
as well as the sensitivity in the lower layers of the atmosphere, the laser is ideally required
to be placed in the wings of the absorption line, which implies a higher uncertainty on
the observed absorption for a given frequency uncertainty on the laser frequency. This
is the case for CO2 sounding from space at 2.051 µm [2,4,5]. Once again, we take these
most stringent values for CO2 measurement from space as the objective for the frequency
accuracy in our design and add the capacity to address different spectral windows besides
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the 2.05 µm one. To reach this accuracy and capacity to adapt to multiple spectral windows,
an optical frequency reference based on a stabilized frequency comb is proposed. The
concept is schematically illustrated in Figure 2 and further detailed in Section 4.

Table 1. Laser transmitter specifications from [4,7] for spaceborne measurement, estimated using a 1.2 m diameter telescope,
an optical filter bandwidth of 1 nm, a receiver transmittance of 0.64, a pulse pair repetition rate of 50 Hz, a detector noise
equivalent power of 100 fW/

√
Hz, an integration time of 160 ns, and a spacecraft altitude of 350 km.

Parameter Requirements from Literature and Previous Studies Objectives for This Study

ON and OFF frequencies
For CO2 from [4]
ON: 4875.59 cm−1

OFF: 4875.386 cm−1

3 cm−1 tunability around line center at:

- 4875.59 cm−1 for CO2

- 5045.41 cm−1 for HDO/H2O

Output energy Baseline 55 mJ for λON, threshold > 30 mJ [4] 40 mJ baseline; 30 mJ threshold (taking into
account progress in APD technology)

λON stability: goal for space

For CO2 from [7]:
λON Allan deviation goal better than 0.2 MHz

(threshold 1 MHz) RMS over 100 s. Long term drift
goal better than 0.1 MHz (threshold 0.5 MHz)

- Same values
- Extended to all spectral windows with

broadband FRU concept

λON frequency purity: goal for space 99.93% [4] Experimental verification
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reference unit. LEMON: Lidar Emitter and Multispecies greenhouse gases Observation.
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2.2. Conceptual Instrument Design

The LEMON instrument architecture is based on the combination of different tech-
nologies and is schematically depicted in Figure 2. It is composed of: (i) a laser transmitter
module consisting of two separate housings, which emits the laser radiation to probe the
targeted gas absorption lines; (ii) a frequency reference unit (FRU), which provides the
frequency of the emitted laser radiation with high accuracy; (iii) an acquisition and receiver
module to collect, detect, and acquire the DIAL signals; (iv) a software and electronic
control system to control the emitter unit, record, and analyze the data. This paper is
focused on the transmitter module and the frequency reference unit.

In order to achieve the laser transmitter specifications outlined in the previous section,
and to benefit from the maturity and know-how on the development of 1.064 µm pump
lasers, our laser transmitter architecture is based on a nested-cavity OPO (NesCOPO),
followed by parametric amplifier stages. For enhanced thermomechanical stability, pump
laser, NesCOPOs, and amplifiers are separated into two different housings, placed on a
common base plate. The first housing is dedicated to the 1.06 µm pump laser and two
NesCOPO stages (NesCOPO 1 for H2O/HDO, potentially CH4 and NesCOPO 2 for CO2).
The second housing is dedicated to the parametric amplifier stages. The amplifiers are
based on specifically developed periodically-poled KTiOPO4 (KTP) crystals. Details of the
design of these two housings will be given in Section 3, along with preliminary validation
experiment results and performance simulations.

In order to meet the very stringent frequency stability specification listed in Table 1,
a specific locking procedure is required, and especially, a very stable optical frequency
reference is needed. We thus also propose the design of a suited frequency reference
concept, detailed in Section 4.

For the detection unit to be implemented for future airborne or ground-based testing,
it will consist of a commercial p-i-n photodiode, like the one used in [30], coupled to a
350 mm diameter commercial telescope. Mechanical adaptations were performed to ensure
the stability of the mechanical receiver design with respect to aircraft vibration levels for
airborne validation campaigns.

3. Laser transmitter Optical Design and Preliminary Validation Results
3.1. Housing 1: Pump Laser and Nested-Cavity OPO (NesCOPO)

The optical setup of the first housing is depicted in Figure 3. It is also representative
of the mechanical design. It consists of a monolithic aluminum housing for the optical
components with additional aluminum parts to connect and adjust the optical fibers.

The pump laser design (development by InnoLas, H1-1 to H1-25 in Figure 3) is based
on a diode pumped, injection seeded Nd:YAG laser in a master-oscillator power amplifier
configuration (MOPA). The laser radiation is generated in a folded oscillator between the
partially reflecting rear and out-coupling mirrors H1-1 and H1-15 to reach the necessary
pulse duration of about 15 ns. H1-2 to H1-4 illustrate components for Q-switching, H1-8
the active laser medium, and the remaining components in between the partially reflecting
mirrors are for beam shaping and guiding. H1-6 and H1-53 are optical fibers for the injection
seeding of the laser system. This allows for running the laser in a single longitudinal mode
operation. After the out-coupling mirror (H1-15), the laser beam is guided through an
amplifier (H1-20) and emitted through a polarizer (H1-25) to feed the consecutive OPA in
housing 2 (see Section 3.2). The pump pulse energy will be over 200 mJ at a repetition rate
of 150 Hz. A special pumping scheme will allow the operation in “quasi—75 Hz mode”,
meaning that pairs of pulses with a delay of 500 µs are emitted at a repetition rate of 75 Hz.
The beam quality is aimed to be M2 < 1.5. As mentioned above, the rear mirror (H1-1) is
also only partially reflecting. About 2 mJ of the oscillator radiation are coupled out through
this mirror and guided over two piezo-controllable mirrors (H1-27 and H1-32) to pump the
OPOs (H1-40 and H1-41). Indeed, less than 1 mJ is expected to be sufficient to pump the
NesCOPO stages [29].
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3.1.1. NesCOPO Architecture

The optical parametric oscillator is a nested-cavity configuration, which allows obtain-
ing a single frequency over a wide tuning range without any injection seeding devices [40].
Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 4, using such a doubly-resonant configuration, with differ-
ent cavity lengths for the signal and idler waves, it is possible, if the parametric nonlinear
crystal bandwidth is narrow enough, and with an adequate signal and idler cavity dissoci-
ation, to have only a single pair of modes {ωs,ωi} of the signal and idler cavity frequency
combs respecting the energy conservation (i.e.,ωp =ωs +ωi, with the pump, signal, and
idler angular frequenciesωp,s,i), leading to single-longitudinal-mode emission.

Since the OPO operates close to the degeneracy (which is the case here with a
1.064 pump and a 2.05 µm signal), it is not suitable to exploit the usual type 0 quasi-phase-
matching configuration (i.e., with similar polarization directions for the three interacting
waves), which would enable the highest nonlinear efficiency. Indeed, the parametric gain
bandwidth in either periodically poled Lithium Niobate (PPLN) or periodically poled
Potassium Titanyl Phosphate (PPKTP) would be too broad to achieve single-frequency
emission. Two alternatives can be implemented to avoid this issue: (i) the use of a volume-
Bragg grating (VBG) mirror to reduce the bandwidth by introducing losses outside the VBG
bandwidth [41], or (ii) the use of type II periodically poled crystals (with orthogonal signal
and idler polarization directions), which results in a narrow linewidth but lower nonlinear
efficiency [29]. In order to keep tuning capabilities over several tens of nanometers and thus
be able to address other CO2 or water vapor lines (for instance, the 2.06 µm water vapor
line), we chose to implement a type II crystal configuration, as demonstrated previously
using commercial PPLN [29,30]. However, the factor of merit is higher in PPKTP and the
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damage threshold is also higher for PPKTP crystals than for PPLN crystals; we thus aimed
at implementing this promising crystal and thus calculated the expected performances.
In order to validate the calculation, preliminary tests were performed using commercial
PPLN crystals in our NesCOPO architecture and compared with numerical simulations.
Based on the comparison of experiment and simulation, numerical optimization of our
NesCOPO design was then carried out for both PPLN and PPKTP crystals.
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Figure 4. NesCOPO doubly resonant configuration and principle of operation for single-frequency emission (signal and
idler cavity lengths differ by a few percent, allowing only a single pair of signal and idler cavity modes to overlap and
respect the energy conservation relation (ωp =ωs +ωi)).

3.1.2. Performance Simulations, Experimental Validation, and Design Optimization

For the optimization of the design, the key goal was to reach maximum output pulse
energy. The proprietary software package OPT [42] was used for the calculations, in which
radiation fields are represented in two-dimensional, complex-valued arrays (field contain-
ers), in which the transverse intensity and phase distribution were stored. Optical elements,
nonlinear media, and near-field propagators were implemented in the software package
and operate on the field containers. To numerically solve the nonlinear differential equa-
tions in the medium, monochromatic plane waves are assumed. The temporal pulse shape
was modeled using the finite element method. Additionally, transversal and temporal
Gaussian intensity distributions of the pump pulses were assumed.

For the test experiments, we implemented a 2 µm type II commercial PPLN crystal in
a NesCOPO architecture with the design parameters specified in Table 2. It is pumped by a
commercial injection seeded laser emitting 12 ns pulses at 1064 nm. Up to 1 mJ of energy
was used to pump the NesCOPO. The output energy of the idler wave was measured as a
function of the incident pump energy (Figure 5).

Table 2. Test NesCOPO parameters (RoC: Radius of Curvature).

Parameter Value

Reflectivity M1 (idler) 0.8
RoC M1 500 mm

Reflectivity M2 (signal) 0.98
Reflectivity M3 (idler) 0.99

RoC M3 500 mm
Reflectivity M3 (signal) 0.99
Reflectivity M3 (pump) 0.99

Pump beam 1/e2 diameter 460 µm
Distance M1-M2 2 mm

Distance M3 – Crystal output facet 0.5 mm
Crystal/length PPLN/10 mm
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Figure 5. Measurement and simulation results of the idler output pulse energy of the NesCOPO in
dependency of the incident pump power.

Prior to the optimization, this NesCOPO was modeled using OPT and the calculated
pulse energies were compared with the measured values. By varying the simulation param-
eters, the threshold and slope as characteristics of the OPO were fitted to the experimental
data. Table 3 lists parameters based on the datasheets of optical components (experiment)
and the corresponding values assumed in the simulation. Figure 5 shows the simulation
results compared to the measurement results.

Table 3. Parameters that were adjusted in the simulation to best fit the experimental results.

Parameter Experiment Simulation

Reflectivity M1 (idler) 0.8–0.9 0.78
Reflectivity M2 (signal) 0.98–0.99 0.98
Reflectivity M3 (idler) 0.99 0.98

Reflectivity M3 (signal) 0.99 0.96
Reflectivity M3 (pump) 0.99 1
Beam diameter (pump) 460 µm 480 µm

After this experiment-based initiation of the numerical model, an optimization of
the free parameters targeting high output pulse energy is performed. For each possible
architecture, either based on PPLN or PPKTP, the incident pump pulse energy is varied to
compare threshold and slope between different crystals and cavity parameter configura-
tions. In Table 4, the relevant sets of parameters are listed. The underlined values indicate
the design for which the numerically calculated output pulse energy is maximized for a
pump pulse energy of 500 µJ. Using PPKTP, the pulse energies are 20 and 47 µJ at the signal
and idler wavelength, respectively. PPKTP has never been tested in a NesCOPO before
and the calculations indicate it to be a promising candidate.

Table 4. Optimization parameters and possible values of the NesCOPO, the underlined parameters
correspond to the best configuration (optimized output pulse energy).

Parameter Values

Crystal type PPKTP/PPLN
Crystal length in mm 10/13

Pump beam radius in mm 0.25/0.35
RoC M1 in mm 500/800
RoC M3 in mm 500/800

The simulations also determined the expected temporal shapes of the output pulses
(Figure 6), which later served as input to the numerical calculations for the design of
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the amplifier stages. The shaded areas denote the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
pulse durations at the respective wavelength. A difference between signal and idler pulse
durations results from a larger cavity finesse of the NesCOPO at the signal wavelength.
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Figure 6. The calculated output pulse shape of the NesCOPO at the signal (blue) and idler (red) wave-
length. The shaded areas denote the respective full width at half maximum (FWHM) pulse durations.

Furthermore, in order to achieve single-frequency operation, care has to be taken of
the signal and idler cavity lengths to avoid the appearance of mode clusters [40]. For a
13 mm long PPLN, distances of 3 mm between mirror M1 and crystal facet M2 and 0.5 mm
between M3 and the crystal output facet allow obtaining a single coincidence of the possible
signal and idler modes in the crystal parametric gain bandwidth. These dimensions are
implemented experimentally in our test NesCOPO, where the signal oscillates between M2
and M3. For a type II PPKTP, given the group index values for signal and idler, achieving
single-frequency emission is rendered possible by a cavity length dissociation in the 2.5%
range by having the idler wave oscillate between M2 and M3 and the signal wave between
M1 and M3.

Furthermore, we performed a numerical tolerance analysis taking into account laser
beam displacement and pointing with respect to the in-coupling optics and the NesCOPO
optics themselves. Simulation results are shown in Figure 7a,b and indicate that a de-
sign with larger mirror radii (roc) is expected to exhibit larger stability against tilting or
misalignment of the pump beam. Additionally, an experimental approach was carried
out by varying the pump beam position within the test NesCOPO cavity. As shown in
Figure 7c, a beam displacement tolerance of ±25 µm has been identified. These findings
are of importance to the development of the thermo-mechanical design of the first housing
since the NesCOPOs may be subject to pump beam pointing fluctuations due to thermal
variations within the laser housing. Pump beam displacement and pointing have to be kept
within the NesCOPO tolerances to allow for maximum extraction of signal and idler energy.

3.2. Housing 2: Optical Parametric Amplification (OPA) Stage

The second housing (development by Fraunhofer ILT) contains two OPA stages with
the objective of amplifying the 2.05 µm signal radiation emitted from the NesCOPO to an
energy level of 40 mJ, which has been specified as an instrument requirement for CO2 mea-
surement (see Section 2.1). Parametric amplification using PPKTP crystals is envisioned.
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Figure 7. Calculated output idler pulse energy of the NesCOPO in dependency of spatial pump beam displacement. The
given angles denote a tilt between the pump beam and the NesCOPO’s optical axis. Results with mirror radii of 800 mm are
reported in (a). Results with mirror radii of 500 mm are reported in (b), experimental results with 500 mm mirror radii are
reported in (c).

In a previous setup for ground-based DIAL measurement of CO2, we used commercial
bulk KTP crystals [30]. However, angle tuning is necessary for such configuration to
target different gas species, which is not robust for an integrated instrument. Since PPKTP
enables us to reach the highest nonlinear coefficient of KTP, without walk-off, it makes
it an excellent candidate for high-efficiency, high-energy amplification with good beam
quality [43–45]. In addition, gamma radiation testing showed a high tolerance of these
crystals to the space environment, especially for infrared wavelengths [46]. To benefit from
these advantages to generate pulses with sufficient energy, high-aperture crystals need to
be realized.

3.2.1. Nonlinear Crystal Design and Characterization

The choice of nonlinear crystals for the OPA stages is dictated by the need to cover the
spectral bands of 2050–2060 nm (for CO2 and water vapor sounding) and 1982–1988 nm
(for water vapor and/or methane sounding using an additional NesCOPO). The OPA will
be seeded by the narrowband idler radiation from the NesCOPO and pumped at 1064 nm.
The generated idler radiation will be in the corresponding ranges of 2209–2213 nm and
2289–2297 nm. The nonlinear crystals should exhibit high transmission at the pump,
signal, and idler wavelengths, absence of two-photon absorption, and a high laser-induced
damage threshold. Moreover, the aim is to reach the required spectral ranges in the OPA
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without mechanical movement of the nonlinear crystals, leaving the crystal temperature
as the only practical tuning parameter. OPAs operating in the regime of pulse lengths of
10 ns and above aim at generating signal energies of tens of millijoules, require nonlinear
materials with high effective nonlinearity, and large optical aperture in order to approach
a saturated amplification regime at pump intensities at least two times below the laser-
induced damage threshold.

By taking the above-mentioned requirements into consideration, we determined that
periodically poled Rb-doped KTiOPO4 (Rb:KTP) would be the best choice for realizing the
OPA. These crystals are characterized by a high damage threshold in the spectral region of
1–2 µm [47–50]. Moreover, they have been shown to have low susceptibility to radiation
damage, an essential consideration for applications in space-based instruments [46]. Im-
portantly, the technology allowing high-fidelity and large aperture structuring has been
developed for PPKTP [43]. Large optical aperture crystals have been implemented in high-
energy OPA and OPO settings before, although in different spectral ranges [43–45]. For the
current project, a quasi-phase-matching period of 38.75 µm has been chosen for the PPKTP
crystals. The choice was guided by the need to reach the target spectral bands within a
convenient temperature range of 20–80 ◦C. The calculated gain spectra of a 10 mm long
PPKTP with a 38.75 µm periodicity at two operation temperatures are shown in Figure 8.
The dotted lines mark spectral bands corresponding to the specifications of target GHG
(CO2, water vapor, CH4).
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Figure 8. The calculated gain spectra in 10 mm PPKTP with 38.75 µm period at temperatures of 53 ◦C
(solid black line) and 78 ◦C (red line). The Dotted lines indicate the target spectral ranges.

Rb:PPKTP crystals with optical apertures of 5 × 5 mm have been produced by us-
ing standard lithography and pulsed electric field poling procedure [43]. Rb:KTP has
an orthorhombic crystal structure characterized by straight ferroelectric domain walls
perpendicular to the [100] crystal axis. Such crystalline structure simplifies the fabrication
of high-fidelity ferroelectric domain structures throughout the crystal volume. Figure 9
shows microphotographs of the chemically etched polar surfaces of a 5 mm thick PPKTP
with a 38.75 µm period.

The fabricated crystals were tested in a singly resonant OPO setup. The OPO featured
a hemispherical cavity comprising an input mirror with a radius of curvature of 150 mm.
The reflectivity of the output coupler was 50% for the signal. The pumping mirror had
a reflectivity of 99.5% at the signal. All mirrors were nominally anti-reflection coated for
the pump and idler wavelength. The crystals were mounted on a temperature-controlled
mount positioned on a motorized translation stage, allowing 2D mapping of the OPO
performance as the crystal was scanned across the pump beam. The pump laser was
an injection-seeded Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operating at 100 Hz repetition frequency
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generating 12.5 ns FWHM pulses in a single longitudinal mode. OPO tuning by changing
crystal temperature is shown in Figure 10. The error bars in the figure denote the measured
FWHM bandwidth of the OPO. The measured tuning data correspond reasonably well with
calculations using Sellmeier expansion from [49] and thermo-optic coefficients from [50].
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Figure 10. Signal and idler wavelengths as a function of temperature in the OPO comprising PPKTP
with 38.75 µm periodicity. Measured peak wavelength (solid points), idler wavelength determined
from Manley–Rowe relations (crosses), and calculation (red line). Horizontal lines determine the
target spectral ranges. Error bars demarcate the FWHM of the measured spectra.

The effective nonlinearity of the crystals was estimated from the OPO threshold
measurement. While scanning the crystal across the pump beam (1/e2 radius of 350 µm),
the OPO threshold was measured at each point. The effective nonlinearity was deduced
from the analytic expression for the nanosecond SRO threshold according to Brosnan and
Byer [51]. The 2D map of the effective nonlinearity is shown in Figure 11. The apparent
lower nonlinearity around the edges of the crystal is due to geometric pump beam clipping.
The effective nonlinearity is homogeneously distributed and corresponds to the maximum
value expected in PPKTP, indicating high quality periodically poled structure throughout
the whole crystal volume. The obtained crystal characteristics are thus very promising for
their future integration within the emitter OPA.
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Figure 11. Map of the effective nonlinearity deff across the aperture of the PPKTP crystal.

3.2.2. Preliminary OPA Testing and Performance Simulations

Similar to the approach used for the NesCOPO simulation study presented in Section 3.1.2,
a reference OPA experiment was carried out to determine the parameters for further
numerical calculations using the OPT simulation software. In the experiment, we used
10–20 µJ of idler single-frequency emission emitted by the PPLN-based NesCOPO specified
in Table 2 and pumped an OPA line of three 12 mm long PPKTP crystals with up to 70 mJ
at 1.064 µm and a repetition rate of 150 Hz. The pump beam diameter (at 1/e2) is 2.8 mm.
To avoid gain saturation, the idler beam was removed between the last two crystals, as
suggested in [52]. The measured signal output energy as a function of the pump energy is
shown in Figure 12. The calculated output energy obtained by simulation with OPT using
parameters adjusted to fit the experimental data is also shown.
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Figure 12. Measurement and simulation results of the signal output pulse energy of an OPA stage in
dependency of the incident pump power.

By comparing measured and calculated pulse properties, deviations due to the as-
sumed idealizations can be estimated. Thereupon, a reduced gain within the PPKTP crystal
was observed. In the calculation, this gain reduction can be modeled by multiplying the
effective nonlinearity of the PPKTP crystals (deff) [53] by a factor of 1/1.69 (see Table 5).
This gain reduction, as well as reflection losses at the crystal faces, are assumed to account
for the actual experimental outcome. Indeed, in previous works, a reduced gain by a
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factor of 1.5 was measured in a single-mode seeded OPA if the pump laser was switched
from multi- to single-longitudinal-mode operation [54]. Moreover, our nonlinear crystals
were operated at room temperature, close to 20 ◦C, thus out of the ideal phase-matching
temperature, degrading the nonlinear gain of around 55% compared with the theoretical
plane-wave non-saturated case. Slight misalignments in the experiment can also lead to
reduced gain due to non-optimal overlap between the pump and idler waves.

Table 5. Applied simulation values to best fit the experimental results.

Parameter Nominal Value Simulation Value

de f f
[ pm

V
]

9.3 (Ref. [54]) 5.5 = deff/1.69
Losses at crystal faces n.a. 3% ∀λ

Seed energy [µJ] 10 to 20 11

Using the experiment-initiated simulation tool, the OPA design is optimized for
maximum output pulse energy and beam quality factor. We investigated a design consisting
of four PPKTP crystals in two successive amplifying stages with filtering of the idler
wavelength behind each crystal. Indeed, distributing the available pump pulse energy
between two stages and removal of the idler wave show to optimize the extracted signal
energy and beam quality. Figure 13 shows the simulation results of the output signal pulse
energy and beam quality factor after the second amplification stage with variable lengths
of two crystals in stage 2 and otherwise constant parameters.
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Figure 13. Calculated output pulse energy (left) and beam quality factor (right) after the second OPA stage in dependency
of crystal lengths between 5 and 15 mm for an idler seeded OPA. The first stage consists of two 12 mm long crystals and the
idler wavelength is coupled out in between all four crystals.

After calculating the expected signal output energy for all possible combinations of
crystal lengths between 5 and 15 mm, a design with 12, 12, 12, and 6 mm long crystals was
chosen, which is a trade-off between achievable output pulse energy and beam quality. For
these crystal lengths, a signal output energy of >50 mJ with a beam quality factor <1.3 is
expected for an incident pump energy of 90 mJ in the first OPA stage and 110 mJ in the
second stage.

The technical implementation of the numerically optimized design consisting of four
crystals in two successive stages is shown schematically in Figure 14 where the two stages
are represented with the crystals in positions #19 and #22 for the first stage and #28 and #31
in the second stage. The delay line (#8) for the pump beam compensates the time delay
arising from the pulse build-up time of the OPO. The pump energy ratio between the two
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OPA stages can be precisely tuned by means of a waveplate (#7) and a polarizer (#12) to
guarantee the highest output energy with a good beam quality.
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signal beam).

Additionally, the OPA output pulse energy was calculated for varying spatial offsets
and angles between seed and pump beams. The first results indicate that the OPA stage
exhibits tolerances to mechanical misalignments at least twice as high as in the previously
presented tolerance analysis for the NesCOPO architecture (Section 3.1.2). In the case of
the OPA, the crystals’ angular acceptance and beam overlap govern the reduced device
performance due to misalignment, while the tolerance of the NesCOPO is additionally
reduced by the cavity acceptance. This instrument is thus expected to be suitable for
challenging environmental conditions during an airborne operation. Nevertheless, a beam
stabilization system consisting of two piezo-controlled mounts (#6 and #10 in Figure 14 and
two position-sensitive diodes (PSDs, #11 and #14) for the pump beam, a piezo-controlled
mount (#16), and a customized 4-quadrant diode (4QD, #18) for the idler seed beam was
implemented for active stabilization.

4. Frequency Measurement and Referencing
4.1. NesCOPO Frequency Locking by Wavemeter

In our previous experiments, frequency locking of the emitted NesCOPO radiation has
been achieved with variations in the low MHz range over serval minutes [40]. However,
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these results were obtained by locking the signal frequency with a commercial wavemeter,
which is prone to bias and can display frequency drifts if not calibrated regularly [55].

Using a similar approach with a commercial wavemeter for frequency measurement,
preliminary locking tests of the PPLN NesCOPO specified in Table 2 were performed over
durations of several minutes. The NesCOPO frequency was stabilized using a feedback
loop by adjusting the M1 and M3 piezo voltages and using the pulse-to-pulse frequency
measurement provided by a HighFinesse WS6 IR wavemeter as the locking error signal. To
assess the frequency stability by a device independent of the feedback loop, the NesCOPO
idler wave was sent to a PPKTP OPA and the generated signal wave was frequency-doubled
in a second-harmonic setup to be measured with a HighFinesse WSU 10 wavemeter
operating in the 1 µm range. Figure 15a shows the signal frequency recorded by the
wavemeter used in the control loop, proving the capability of the NesCOPO for sub-MHz
frequency locking over 10 s, which is in line with the requirements for space application.
However, as Figure 15b indicates, the frequency stability measured by the second external
wavemeter remains in the MHz range due to the relative measurement drift of the two
wavemeters. Alternative solutions for frequency locking to a stable reference have thus
to be investigated in order to meet the stringent frequency stability requirements for
space applications.
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4.2. Frequency Reference Unit Based on Optical Frequency Comb

A typical approach for frequency referencing of a GHG DIAL instrument is to use
an absorption gas cell with the same species as to be measured by the instrument. This
allows for absolute calibration of the emitted wavelength but restricts the locking scheme
to a narrow spectral band. In the context of the broad spectral range required by the multi-
species LEMON instrument, we developed a solution based on an optical frequency comb
to reference the laser transmitter wavelength and meet the stringent accuracy requirement
(see Section 2.1). The frequency comb acts as a transfer oscillator to transfer the stability
and accuracy of a GPS disciplined oscillator into the optical domain. For now, for more
than 20 years, the concept of using frequency combs for bidirectional transfer between the
radio-frequency and optical domains is well established [56], in particular in the scientific
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lab environment for atomic and optical clock comparisons [57]. Applications of frequency
combs in the field and outside the lab [58,59], as well as their use as frequency references
for lidar systems [60], have only started to emerge recently. Wavelength conversion or
expansion is intrinsically required for stabilization of a comb using an f-2f interferometer.
Due to ultra-short pulse duration and high peak powers associated with the mode-locked
laser producing the frequency comb, nonlinear wavelength conversion in bulk, and more
efficiently in fiber or waveguides is possible. Thinking towards a spaceborne system, the
complexity should be reduced as much as possible. Therefore, we decided to investigate a
system design without employing a transfer laser, measuring the laser transmitter pulses
with heterodyne beat frequency detection directly with individual comb lines. This re-
quires a wide-spaced frequency comb given the NesCOPO linewidth and free-spectral
range. A femtosecond laser with a repetition rate of 1 GHz operating at a wavelength
of 1.5 µm was chosen. The laser provides the performance allowing for frequency comb
stabilization [61], the required large comb mode spacing, and it is constructed to withstand
the loads associated with operation in an airplane. During the course of this development,
we will also perform pre-qualification tests to validate the suitability of this laser for space.

When heterodyning an optical signal against one tooth of a frequency comb, the index
number of the comb mode needs to be known in order to obtain an absolute frequency
value. One method to determine this mode index is the use of a low resolution while also
using a calibrated auxiliary wavemeter to make a coarse measurement of the wavelength
of the optical signal. The resolution of this measurement needs to be better than the
comb mode spacing or repetition rate of the frequency comb. Hereby, a frequency comb
with a repetition rate in the GHz range is of benefit as well since it relaxes the resolution
requirement of the wavemeter.

Figure 16 shows a schematic of the frequency reference unit (FRUIT) system. The
output of the laser was amplified in an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). After dis-
persion compensation, a supercontinuum (SC) spanning an octave and covering the lidar
spectral range was generated. One part of the supercontinuum was split off for detecting
the carrier-envelope offset frequency (fCEO) of the comb. Together with the repetition rate,
after stabilization of the two degrees of freedom of the comb, the frequency of the comb
modes was fixed and known. The second part of the supercontinuum was filtered and
spatially and temporally overlapped with the light from the lidar transmitter. The 2 µm
OPA pulses were frequency-doubled (SHG: second-harmonic generation) to shift the detec-
tion to 1 µm, enabling the use of standard silicon detectors. With a fast analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), the heterodyne beat signal between comb mode and SHG pulses was
sampled. Together with a low-resolution wavemeter measurement, the control unit can
determine the absolute frequency of the SHG pulse. The obtained frequency value was
used for lidar data analysis and for providing an error signal for active stabilization of the
lidar transmitter.

The underlying functional operating principle of the FRUIT is depicted in more detail
in Figure 17. The frequency of each mode of the frequency comb is determined by the two
degrees of freedom of the comb: repetition rate and offset frequency. Knowledge of these
two values allows calculating together with the integer mode index n the absolute optical
frequency of each comb mode. With the transfer unit, a part of the comb spectrum was
selected and heterodyned with the OPA pulse. A single frequency comb mode was isolated
by suppressing neighboring modes with an optical filter. This leads to the interference of a
quasi-continuous wave with the nanosecond SHG pulses. In the photo-detection process,
low-pass filtering occurs and the result is a radio-frequency waveform representing the
SHG pulse but with a center frequency determined by the distance between the center of
the SHG spectrum and the closest frequency comb mode. This waveform can be sampled
by a fast ADC with a sampling rate of 1 GHz. A subsequent Fourier transformation gives
the center frequency of the waveform. Together with the values for the repetition rate
and offset frequency of the frequency comb and the mode index n determined from a
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wavemeter measurement, this allows us to determine the absolute optical frequency of the
SHG and thus the emitted OPA pulse from the heterodyne beat signal.
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Figure 18 shows the stability requirements for the LEMON instrument. Due to the
different integration path lengths for airborne and space operation of a DIAL instrument,
the requirements of the two cases are different. By using a GPS-disciplined oscillator as the
time base for comb stabilization and heterodyne beat sampling, the required stability and
accuracy can be well reached.

Figure 19 shows the generated supercontinuum, the targeted absorption regions of the
emitter, and the corresponding second-harmonic wavelengths. Using the octave spanning
spectrum, the first implementation of measuring and stabilization of the offset frequency
was successfully implemented. Together with the measurement and stabilization of the
repetition rate, this gives us full control of the degrees of freedom of the frequency comb
and absolute knowledge of the frequency comb modes.
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future spaceborne instruments together with typical stability performance of Global Positioning
System (GPS) and a GPS-disciplined oven-controlled quartz crystal oscillator (OCXO).
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Figure 19. Laser spectrum together with spectrum after fiber amplifier and supercontinuum generated in a nonlinear
fiber. In addition, the relevant absorption bands for the molecules are shown together with the interrogation wavelengths
generated by the emitter.

A critical subunit with respect to environmental loads is the f-2f interferometer re-
quired for comb stabilization. The f-2f interferometer allows the determination of fCEO
using a self-referencing scheme [62] and is implemented as shown in Figure 20. A portion
of the infrared spectrum (around 2 µm) of the SC is frequency-doubled in a nonlinear
crystal (BBO). Followed by a polarizing beam splitter, both f and 2f signals, located at the
short-wavelength range of the spectrum (around 1 µm), are balanced in their intensities
based on their polarization state. The heterodyne beat signal measured with a fast InGaAs
photodiode (bandwidth greater than 1 GHz) results in fCEO and fR, see Figure 21. From
the remaining horizontally polarized light, the spectral region around 1 µm is isolated by
reflection from a dichroic mirror. Further spectral selection is achieved by a narrowband
bandpass filter. The remaining light is coupled by a refractive collimator into fiber and sent
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towards the transfer unit to perform the actual metrology on the OPO pulses; compare
Figures 17 and 18. Concerning this matter, a coupling efficiency of over 50% is required.
Therefore, the mechanical design has to withstand the vibrational and thermal environment
of the aircraft.
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Figure 21. Radio frequency (RF) spectrum of the photodiode signal of the f-2f interferometer showing
the carrier-envelope offset frequency (fCEO) and repetition rate fR signals used for stabilization.

The stabilization of the two degrees of freedom of the comb, repetition rate, and offset
frequency was implemented as follows. On the fast photodiode in the f-2f setup, both
repetition rate and offset frequency were measured. The two signals were separated using
a suitable RF diplexer. The repetition rate signal was fed into a phase-locked loop where it
was compared against a 1 GHz signal referenced to the GPSDO.

The error signal was sent to a digital PID controller and applied to two intra-cavity
piezoelectric actuators to control the laser cavity length. The offset frequency signal was
measured using a fast frequency counter, and low bandwidth feedback (<1 kHz) was
applied to the laser via pump current modulation. Since the stability of the offset frequency
is less critical than for the repetition rate, frequency stabilization is sufficient, and there was
no need for a phase-locked loop (PLL). Figure 22 shows the first measurement results on
the achieved comb stability, the projection on the expected optical stability at 1 µm and a
comparison with the system requirements.

Implementation and test of the heterodyne beat detection unit, as well as the waveme-
ter in combination with the transfer unit, are currently ongoing. After final performance
verification, and tests with the emitter, the FRUIT will be integrated into a 19 inch rack for
airborne operation. The FRUIT will be relatively compact, with a volume of about 100 L
and a weight of less than 40 kg. The power consumption of the system will be in the range
of 200 W.
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Figure 22. Frequency measurement (a) and stability of the stabilized repetition rate (b), frequency
measurement of the offset frequency (c), and its stability (d). Combined frequency behavior of
an optical comb mode at a wavelength of 1 µm (e) and achieved stability in comparison with
performance requirements (f).

5. Conclusions

We have shown the optical design and preliminary tests of an original DIAL laser trans-
mitter concept aiming at sounding CO2, water vapor, and its isotope HDO, and potentially
CH4 in the 2 µm spectral range. The key design components and technological develop-
ments presented in this paper are the transmitter architecture and the optical frequency
referencing method. The transmitter is a NesCOPO-based MOPA that converts high-energy
pulses from a seeded Nd:YAG pump laser into the 2 µm spectral window where CO2 and
water vapor display suitable absorption lines for concentration measurement from space
with the IPDA method.
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Simulations supported by preliminary validation experiments show that efficient
parametric conversion can be obtained in the generated signal wave by optimization of the
OPA stages through pump distribution and idler filtering. The presented design is enabled
by recent progress in the fabrication of high-aperture PPKTP nonlinear crystals, which
combine high nonlinear efficiencies and hardness suitable for high-fluence operation. From
the current design status, supported by preliminary parametric amplification experiments,
up to 40 mJ pulses are expected to be extracted within the signal beam at 2051 nm while
preserving a beam quality factor M2 <1.5 when pumped with a 200 mJ 1 µm laser. These
energy levels are in line with spaceborne CO2 IP-DIAL measurement requirements and
open the path for ground-based, range-resolved DIAL sounding of water vapor and its
isotope HDO at 1982 nm.

Finally, we presented the prospected performances and current experimental develop-
ments for a generic frequency reference unit, well suited for largely tunable lasers, which is
based on an innovative concept of beat note measurement between the laser transmitter
output pulses and a longitudinal mode from a self-stabilized frequency comb referenced
to a GPS-disciplined oscillator. With the current design and experimental progress, rela-
tive stabilities within the 10−11–10−12 range are expected to be transferred from the radio
frequency domain to the optical frequency domain, which would correspond to optical
frequency measurement precision for the wavelength better than a few 100 kHz over a few
seconds integration time (in terms of Allan deviation), which will be used to stabilize the
laser transmitter through feedback loop locking. Along with the possibility to adapt the
concept to any wavelength in the range of the frequency comb spectrum, one benefit of the
method is thus its compliance with the precision performance levels that are required for
space application.

The next steps will consist of the mechanical realization and optical integration of
the transmitter, along with its frequency reference. The coupling of this laser with a
receiver based on a commercial photodiode will also be realized in order to improve our
previous ground-based, range-resolved CO2 measurements. Simultaneous water vapor
and CO2 mixing ratio measurements will be carried out. Integration of the instrument
with the ATR42 aircraft from CNRS/Safire is envisioned to carry out airborne IPDIAL
testing and validation of the instrument in such an environment as a step towards space-
based operation.
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